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ABSTRACT
Broadband measurements of the internal wavefield will help to unlock an
understanding of the energy cascade within the oceanic realm. However, there
are challenges in acquiring observations with sufficient spatial resolution, es-
pecially in horizontal dimensions. Seismic reflection profiling can achieve a
horizontal and vertical resolution of order meters. It is suitable for imaging
thermohaline fine structure on scales that range from tens of meters to hun-
dreds of kilometers. This range straddles the transition from internal wave to
turbulent regimes. Here, we analyze an 80 km long seismic image from the
Falkland Plateau and calculate vertical displacement spectra of tracked reflec-
tions. First, we show that these spectra are consistent with the Garrett-Munk
model at small horizontal wavenumbers (i.e. kx . 3×10−3 cpm). There is a
transition to stratified turbulence at larger wavenumbers (i.e. kx & 2× 10−1
cpm). This transition occurs at length scales that are significantly larger than
the Ozmidov length scale above which stratification is expected to modify
isotropic Kolmogorov turbulence. Secondly, we observe a rapid onset of this
stratified turbulence over a narrow range of length scales. This onset is consis-
tent with a characteristic energy injection scale of stratified turbulence with a
forward cascade toward smaller scales through isotropic turbulence below the
Ozmidov length scale culminating in microscale dissipation. Finally, we es-
timate the spatial pattern of diapycnal diffusivity and show that the existence
of an injection scale can increase these estimates by a factor of two.
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1. Introduction34
The oceanic internal wavefield probably arises from a forward cascade of energy from large-35
scale to small-scale processes (Thorpe 2005). Spectral analysis of this wavefield has played a36
useful role in developing quantitative models. For example, the power spectrum of vertical den-37
sity displacements as a function of horizontal wavenumber, φζ (kx), shows that distinctive regimes38
exist with different spectral slopes. At kx < 5× 10−3 cpm, corresponding to length scales of39
> O(102–103) m, the Garrett-Munk model provides an accurate empirical description of the be-40
havior of internal waves (Garrett and Munk 1975). At higher values of kx, a transition into what is41
conventionally assumed to be a turbulent regime is observed (Figure 1). This transition is generally42
attributed to breaking of internal waves and to different kinds of convective and/or shear instabili-43
ties that can occur within a stratified fluid. In this turbulent regime, φζ (kx) varies as a function of44
k−5/3x which distinguishes it from the internal wave regime. At sufficiently small length scales, an45
exponent of −5/3 is consistent with an inertial convective sub-range that is based upon isotropic46
turbulent models (Kolmogorov 1941; Obukhov 1949; Corrsin 1951; Batchelor et al. 1959).47
It is increasingly evident that flow at horizontal length scales of O(102) m within a sufficiently48
stratified fluid does not always satisfy the underlying assumptions of these canonical models (Lind-49
borg 2006; Riley and Lindborg 2008). For example, at horizontal scales greater than the Ozmidov50
length scale, lO, overturning can be strongly suppressed and the fundamental properties of turbu-51
lence are moderated by stratification. lO is given by52
lO =
( ε
N3
)1/2
, (1)
where ε is the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass and N is the buoyancy53
frequency given by54
N2 =− g
ρ
∂ρ
∂ z
, (2)
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where ρ is potential density.55
Since lO is typically O(10−2–100) m, it is reasonable to infer that larger scales are associated56
with anisotropic flow, which fundamentally differ from that postulated by the Obukhov-Corrsin57
model (Gargett and Hendricks 1981). Horizontal flow is unconstrained by a stabilizing buoyancy58
force and so vertical fluctuations are expected to be smaller than horizontal fluctuations. Lindborg59
(2006) suggested that a horizontal energy spectrum with a power-law exponent of −5/3 is ener-60
getically consistent with a strongly anisotropic inertial flow regime which is perhaps confusingly61
referred to as ‘stratified turbulence’ (Riley and Lindborg 2010). In order to discriminate between62
turbulence within a stratified regime and stratified turbulence, we use the term layered anisotropic63
stratified turbulence (LAST) to define the regime referred to by Lindborg (2006). The existence64
of this LAST regime is supported by reinterpretation of published observations and by numerical65
simulations (Riley and Lindborg 2008; Brethouwer et al. 2007).66
Here, we describe and analyze a seismic reflection experiment from the Falkland Plateau in the67
South Atlantic Ocean. Records from this experiment are used to construct a vertical image of the68
water column which reveals the detailed thermohaline structure at equal horizontal and vertical69
resolutions. We have four principal aims. First, we wish to demonstrate that meaningful infor-70
mation about the internal wave and turbulent regimes can be extracted by careful processing of71
seismic reflection datasets. In this regard, our approach builds upon and complements the analysis72
and recommendations of Holbrook et al. (2013). Secondly, spectral analysis of vertical displace-73
ments of undulating reflections is carried out in order to investigate internal wave and turbulent74
regimes as a function of horizontal wavenumber (Holbrook and Fer 2005). Thirdly, we use aver-75
aging and normalization methods to investigate the nature of the transition between internal waves76
and turbulence that has significant fluid dynamical implications. Fourthly, we estimate the spatial77
distribution of mixing and dissipation along a seismic image (Sheen et al. 2009; Holbrook et al.78
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2013). This approach complements global calculations made using one-dimensional microstruc-79
ture profiling (e.g. Waterhouse et al. 2014).80
2. Seismic Imaging of Thermohaline Structure81
Seismic reflection experiments use a controlled source to make well-resolved images of the82
Earth’s sub-surface. Acoustic energy is generated by priming tuned arrays of airguns with com-83
pressed air. These arrays are repeatedly fired to expel regular pulses of compressed air into the84
water column. Such arrays have total volumes of > 150 liters and the vertically directed acoustic85
energy has a typical frequency bandwidth of 10–200 Hz. Energy from each pulse is transmit-86
ted through the sub-surface and reflected at impedance contrasts. In the oceans, these contrasts87
are produced by temperature contrasts as small as 0.03◦C over a few meters (Nandi et al. 2004).88
Salinity generally makes a minor contribution (Sallare`s et al. 2009). Reflected acoustic energy89
is recorded by a towed streamer of hydrophones that is typically 2–12 km long. Since the re-90
flected energy has a low signal-to-noise ratio, each point in the sub-surface is recorded multiple91
times over a period of tens of minutes. This sampling redundancy enables signal stacking which92
is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Following Holbrook et al. (2013), we estimate the93
signal-to-noise ratio for two adjacent seismograms to be94
S
N
=
√
|c|
|a− c| (3)
where c is the maximum value of the cross-correlation of both traces and a is the zero-lag auto-95
correlation of the first trace.96
Although seismic reflection technology was developed to image the solid Earth, Holbrook et al.97
(2003) demonstrated that this technology is eminently suitable for mapping thermohaline fine98
structure. In a typical two-dimensional seismic experiment, vertical slices extending from the99
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sea surface down to the sea bed are acquired. The 80 km long seismic image analyzed here is100
located∼ 100 km east of the Falkland Islands in the South Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2). The original101
experiment was carried out by WesternGECO Ltd in February 1993. Its geometric configuration102
is shown in Figure 3. During this experiment, a tuned array of 36 guns with a total volume of 119103
liters was towed behind the vessel at an average depth of 7.5 m. Vessel speed was 2 m s−1 and the104
gun array was fired every 40 m (i.e. every 20 s). Further astern, a 4.8 km long streamer consisting105
of 240 hydrophones spaced every 20 m, was towed at a depth of 10 m. Horizontal offset between106
the airgun array and the start of the active streamer was 97 m. The common mid-point interval is107
10 m which yields a 60-fold redundancy of coverage. Note that the first second of two-way travel108
time was not recorded during acquisition.109
This dataset was previously processed and analyzed by Sheen et al. (2009). Subsequently, Hol-110
brook et al. (2013) have shown that significantly improved seismic images can be produced by111
paying particular attention to elements of the processing sequence (e.g. suppression of random112
and harmonic noise, post-stack migration). Following Ruddick et al. (2009), Fortin and Holbrook113
(2009), and Holbrook et al. (2013), our refined processing methodology exploits standard tech-114
niques that are adapted from those used to construct seismic images of the solid Earth (Yilmaz115
2001). There are three particularly important steps. First, band-pass and wavenumber filtering is116
applied to ameliorate the influence of ambient and harmonic noise, respectively. Randomly gen-117
erated ambient noise is suppressed using a zero phase, band-pass (i.e. 12–100 Hz) Butterworth118
filter. As Holbrook et al. (2013) remark, harmonic noise can be especially significant when seis-119
mic images are spectrally analyzed in the horizontal wavenumber domain. This form of noise is120
shot-generated and occurs at integer multiples of the shot spacing (i.e. every 40 m or 0.025 cpm).121
These noise spikes are suppressed by applying a band-stop notch filter centered over each spike in122
the wavenumber domain.123
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Secondly, individual shot records are sorted into common mid-point (cmp) records which are124
stacked to generate a coherent seismic image with an optimal signal-to-noise ratio. Stacking is125
carried out by correcting for offset between each shot/receiver pair. This correction relies upon126
carefully choosing the root-mean-square (rms) sound speed of seawater as a function of two-way127
travel time for shot/receiver pairs that share a common point of reflection at depth. Although sound128
speed generally varies only between 1470 and 1530 m/s, these rms functions must be chosen and129
applied with considerable care. It is also important that velocity picking is sufficiently dense (e.g.130
every 1–3 km) to allow for horizontal changes in sound speed (Fortin and Holbrook 2009).131
Finally, seismic data are recorded as a function of the time elapsed between generation and de-132
tection of acoustic energy (i.e. two-way travel time). To correctly locate reflected signals within133
the spatial domain, seismic images are migrated from elapsed time into correct depth. This migra-134
tion process is carried out either before, or after, a two-dimensional seismic image is constructed135
by stacking. It requires knowledge of sound speed as a function of two-way travel time. Sheen136
et al. (2009) carried out an iterative pre-stack depth migration. However, this form of pre-stack137
algorithm can degrade slope spectra at higher wavenumbers (Holbrook et al. 2013). Here, we have138
followed the recommendations of Holbrook et al. (2013) and carried out post-stack time migration139
using a standard frequency-wavenumber algorithm (Stolt 1978). They also suggested that conver-140
sion to depth be carried out using a sound speed of 1500 m/s. We note that changing the sound141
speed used for depth conversion by ±30 m/s does not significantly affect the conclusions we draw142
from spectral analyses.143
Coeval hydrographic measurements of temperature and salinity were not acquired during this144
seismic experiment. Here, we have chosen a legacy hydrographic database of meter-scale reso-145
lution CTD casts acquired during December–April of 1972–2011 (www.nodc.noaa.gov). These146
casts are located less than 200 km from our seismic experiment (Figure 2a). We chose to display147
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calculated buoyancy frequency profiles as a function of mensal range (Figure 2b-e). The average148
profile does not change significantly over ±4 months (note that a subset of CTD casts, shown in149
Figure 2e and acquired in a single cruise, are offset to higher than expected values and are not150
used in our analysis). In this study, we use an average profile of N as a function of depth based151
upon CTD casts acquired between December and March (i.e. ±2 months on either side of the152
seismic experiment). During this period, the standard deviation of the average N profile is ±0.3153
cph between 0.5 and 1.5 km.154
3. Spectral Analysis of Fine Structure155
a. Reflective Event Tracking156
Seismic images of thermohaline fine structure reveal patterns of coherent undulating reflections.157
A substantial number of these reflections can be traced over distances of several kilometers (Fig-158
ure 4). Although these reflections occasionally occur as transgressive filaments, they often track159
isopycnal surfaces (Holbrook and Fer 2005; Krahmann et al. 2008, 2009; Sheen et al. 2009; Bi-160
escas et al. 2014). This observation is sufficient, but not strictly necessary, to make inferences161
about the internal wavefield. A more important requirement is that, over length scales of interest,162
these undulations are governed by the internal wavefield. This requirement is thought to be the163
case when 5×10−4 < kx < 10−1 cpm (Krahmann et al. 2009). Most practitioners deem that it is164
reasonable to infer that seismic images are approximate snapshots of vertical isopycnal displace-165
ments.166
In order to analyze stacked seismic images spectrally, it is necessary to track reflections (Hol-167
brook and Fer 2005; Sheen et al. 2009). Accurate and automated tracking of discontinuous events168
with variable signal-to-noise ratios that variously grow, climb, descend, bifurcate, merge and die169
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is not straightforward. Here, automated tracking was carried out using the method described by170
Holbrook et al. (2013). First, the amplitude of each reflection is normalized to ±1 by calculating171
the cosine of the instantaneous phase angle. This angle is determined from the Hilbert transform172
of each individual vertical seismic trace. Secondly, the normalized reflections are contoured in173
order to identify and enclose individual continuous reflections. Thirdly, individual tracks are iden-174
tified using the average vertical position of each contour along its length. Holbrook et al. (2013)175
recommend using a contour value of ±0.6. We tested a range of values and found that a value176
of ±0.8 maximizes the number of tracks, whilst still yielding faithful tracking. To remove long177
wavelength features that may not be generated by the internal wavefield, tracked features were178
linearly de-trended.179
A total of 856 reflections were individually tracked across the seismic image (Figure 4b). The180
total length of tracked reflections on this image is 1200 km, which is broadly comparable to 880181
km of tracked internal waves from a typical hydrographic experiment using a towed instrument in182
the vicinity of Hawaii (Klymak and Moum 2007b). Subsequently, we have chosen to analyze a183
sub-set of the total tracked length consisting of tracks, each of which is longer than 2 km and has184
a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 3.5. These chosen values fulfil the requirement for a large185
range of wavenumbers and are based upon the recommendations of Holbrook et al. (2013). This186
sub-set has 88 tracks and a total track length of 270 km.187
b. Spectra of Tracked Reflections188
Power spectra of the vertical displacement of de-trended horizontal tracks were calculated using189
multi-taper spectral analysis. This technique produces significantly less variability and bias than190
a standard periodogram (Thomson 1982). Vertical displacement power spectra are converted into191
horizontal slope spectra using φζx(kx) = (2pikx)
2φζ (kx) (Klymak and Moum 2007a). This conver-192
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sion emphasises the transition from the internal wave to the turbulent regime, which now takes the193
form of a switch from negative to positive exponents.194
We note in passing that there is little consensus on the exact value of the exponent for internal195
wave slope spectra which is unlikely to be constant throughout the oceanic realm. For example,196
the GM75 model of Garrett and Munk (1975) has an exponent of −0.5 for the internal wave slope197
spectrum. In contrast, the GM76 model of Cairns and Williams (1976) has an exponent of zero.198
Other studies suggest that a roll off occurs at an exponent of −1 toward higher wavenumbers199
(Gargett and Hendricks 1981). It is reasonable to infer that a range of values from 0 to −1 are200
consistent with slope spectra of the internal wave field. This range is qualitatively distinct from201
the turbulent spectrum that is expected to have an exponent of −5/3+2 = 1/3, where +2 comes202
from the multiplication by (2pikx)2 when converting vertical displacement spectra to slope spectra.203
The suitability of a seismic image for spectral analysis is gauged by calculating its power-204
wavenumber spectrum (Holbrook et al. 2013). Figure 5 shows slope spectra that have been calcu-205
lated for two panels of tracks shown in Figure 4. These spectra demonstrate that internal wave and206
turbulent regimes are present with power-law exponents of -1 and 1/3, respectively. At wavenum-207
bers > 0.04 cpm, white noise starts to dominate and these higher wavenumbers were discarded.208
These spectral tests show that the turbulent regime is clearly identifiable at high wavenumbers.209
Holbrook et al. (2013) emphasize the importance of identifying and removing harmonic noise210
which can badly contaminate slope spectra especially at higher wavenumbers. On the dataset211
presented here, a single harmonic noise spike occurs at kx = 2.5× 10−2 cpm which has been212
excised using the method described by (Holbrook et al. 2013). In Figure 6, spectral analysis of a213
panel from Figure 4 demonstrates that harmonic noise has been successfully removed.214
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c. Temporal Blurring215
Finally, we tackle an issue which afflicts all hydrographic sampling technologies, namely how216
to adequately sample moving fluid structure. Seismic images are constructed by stacking together217
shot-receiver pairs which are recorded over a finite period of time. Therefore the resultant images218
are susceptible to blurring. This susceptibility might compromise our ability to adequately image219
internal wave and turbulent regimes. During stacking, multiple shot-receiver pairs (i.e. a cmp220
gather) that image the same portion of the sub-surface are added together (Figure 3). The time221
taken for a common mid-point gather to be acquired, τ , depends upon the ship’s speed, V , and222
upon the length of the streamer, L, where223
τ =
L
2V
. (4)
A finite duration of imaging will tend to blur structures which translate either vertically or hor-224
izontally by distances that are comparable to the spatial resolution of the seismic experiment.225
Inevitably, V is constrained by the technical requirements of towing a long streamer. However, L226
can effectively be changed by changing the length of streamer used during processing (i.e. discard-227
ing records from more distal portions of the streamer). A shorter streamer has a smaller imaging228
duration which will have the effect of sharpening the image of a moving structure at the expense229
of a lower signal-to-noise ratio. Conversely, a longer streamer yields an improved signal-to-noise230
ratio but has a greater susceptibility to blurring. In this seismic experiment, L = 4800 m and V = 2231
m s−1 which yields τ . 17 minutes. If the geostrophic velocity is 0.1 m s−1, structures could move232
horizontally by up to 100 m during this interval. Similarly, if N = 1 cph, 17 minutes represents233
more than one quarter of the buoyancy period. In both cases, the stacked image may suffer from234
blurring. Thus, at the horizontal length scales of interest in this study, the vertical and horizontal235
motion of internal waves might, or might not, be significant compared with τ .236
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To estimate how spatial blurring could alter our spectral analyses, we have analyzed a series of237
partially stacked images which were constructed using different values of L. As L is progressively238
reduced from 4.8 to 1 km, τ correspondingly reduces from 17 to 3.5 minutes. The effect that239
decreasing values of τ have on calculated slope spectra is illustrated in Figure 7. As τ is reduced,240
the transition between the internal wave and turbulent regimes sharpens (compare Figure 7a and241
c). For τ . 3.5 minutes, spectral deterioration is caused by a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio.242
This result suggests that spatial blurring is not significant at the considered timescales. An243
alternative, but less plausible, possibility is that blurring is always significant. We support the244
first possibility for two reasons. First, synthetic seismic experiments, in which τ is varied, do245
not significantly distort spectra. Secondly, we do not think that the clear consistency between our246
observed spectral power-law exponents and those measured by other hydrographic techniques is247
fortuitous (Klymak and Moum 2007a,b). Here, we have used L = 4.8 km because the signal-to-248
noise ratio is marginally better than for L = 3 km.249
d. Grouped and Averaged Spectra250
An important goal is identification of spectral sub-ranges from their characteristic slopes. Un-251
fortunately, individual slope spectra have low signal-to-noise ratios and some form of preliminary252
averaging is desirable. First, spectra of tracked reflections > 2 km in length are sorted according253
to their estimated energy level, which is given by the median value of each spectrum for 0.004254
cpm≤ kx ≤ 0.024 cpm. Sorted spectra are then averaged into groups of four, yielding a total of 22255
groups (Figure 8).256
At low wavenumbers (i.e. kx < 0.002 cpm), observed exponents are consistently negative with a257
pronounced roll-over at the lowest wavenumbers (i.e. a shallowing of the gradient of the reflection258
slope spectra). With increasing wavenumber, the steepest gradients of the slope spectra occur just259
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before a cross-over into positive exponents. These observations are consistent with slope spectral260
predictions of the GM76 model which has a roll-over of up to −1 (Cairns and Williams 1976;261
Gargett and Hendricks 1981; Gregg 1993).262
At higher wavenumbers (i.e. kx > 0.005 cpm), a positive exponent of 1/3 is observed. Kly-263
mak and Moum (2007b) demonstrated that the slope spectrum of the inertial convective turbulent264
regime, φTζx(kx), is given by265
φTζx(kx) =
4piΓ
N2
CT ε2/3(2pikx)−5/3(2pikx)2. (5)
where Γ= 0.2 is the turbulent flux coefficient that relates the kinetic energy dissipation rate, ε , to266
an appropriately267
averaged buoyancy flux (Osborn 1980). CT = 0.4 is the Kolmogorov constant (Sreenivasan268
1995). N is the buoyancy frequency (Equation 2).269
Here, we are less concerned with the inertial diffusive sub-range where isotropic turbulence270
occurs at higher wavenumbers. At horizontal wavelengths that exceed 100 m, isotropic turbulence271
is unlikely to be the dominant process. Instead, it has been suggested that an inherently anisotropic272
and stratified (i.e. LAST) turbulent model applies. In this case, the horizontal kinetic energy273
spectrum is given by274
EK(kx) =Ckε2/3k
−5/3
x (6)
where kx is horizontal wavenumber and Ck' 0.5 is an empirical constant estimated from numerical275
simulations of strongly stratified turbulent fluid flow (Lindborg 2006). This model also has a276
power-law exponent of −5/3 that is equivalent to a slope spectral gradient of 1/3.277
The grouped slope spectra shown in Figure 8 suggest that internal wave and turbulent regimes278
are identifiable and that spectra are displaced vertically and horizontally according to energy level.279
However, these grouped spectra are still quite noisy and it is difficult to determine with confidence280
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the nature of the cross-over between the two regimes. Cross-over from negative to positive gradi-281
ents for slope spectra marks the transition from an internal wave regime to an appropriately defined282
turbulent regime. D’Asaro and Lien (2000) pointed out that the shape of this cross-over ought to283
contain important information about the dynamics of the transition from one regime to another284
(e.g. Figure 1). An additive model assumes that internal waves and layered anisotropic stratified285
turbulence co-exist across a range of scales whereas an onset model assumes that a significant286
change of behavior occurs at a cross-over scale that triggers turbulence. This turbulence is still287
strongly affected by stratification since this cross-over scale is assumed to be substantially larger288
than the Ozmidov scale lO (cf. D’Asaro and Lien 2000). Thus, from a fluid dynamical perspec-289
tive, an important goal is to determine the spectral shape of this cross-over. For slope spectra, the290
cross-over for an additive model is expected to be smooth and U-shaped without a sharply defined291
minimum whereas the cross-over for an onset model is expected to be sharp and V-shaped with no292
transitional sub-range.293
Here, we address the cross-over imaging problem by calculating average normalized (i.e.294
stacked) spectra with a view to further improving the signal-to-noise ratios in the vicinity of295
the cross-over locus. Simple averaging does not faithfully preserve cross-over shape since the296
wavenumber at which cross-over occurs varies as a function of both energy level and stratification297
(Figure 10a,d,g). In order to bring the cross-over region into better focus, we have developed and298
tested two different forms of normalization (Figure 9). Both forms of normalization shift spectra299
with respect to each other. Although scaling along the x and y axes is preserved, absolute values300
are not. These values have been omitted from figure panels where appropriate.301
Preliminary averaging into 22 groups helps to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and also allows302
the approximate cross-over loci to be identified on grouped spectra. For each grouped spectrum,303
this approximate locus is determined by fitting a three-component model with sub-ranges which304
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have power-law exponents corresponding to internal waves, turbulence and white noise. Intersec-305
tions between internal wave and turbulent sub-ranges yield a set of approximate cross-over loci.306
To avoid bias, those parts of the spectra within ±0.2 logarithmic units of the predicted cross-over307
wavenumber are ignored when fitting the three-component model.308
In linear normalization, approximate cross-over loci are fitted with a straight line using linear309
regression (e.g. Figure 11c). Each cross-over locus is projected orthogonally onto this line to310
give a projected cross-over point. Grouped spectra are then averaged in a direction that is parallel311
to this best-fit line (i.e. all projected cross-over points are collapsed in the direction of this line312
onto a single average value; Figures 10b,e,h and 11d). Thus linear normalization is equivalent to313
averaging parallel to a rotated y axis where the angle of rotation is that between the φζx axis and the314
best-fit line. Note that linear normalization is not the same as point normalization where spectra315
are shifted so that the approximate cross-over loci become coincident in kx-φζx space.316
In non-linear normalization, a value of ε is estimated from the turbulent sub-range of each317
grouped spectrum using Equation (5). Internal wave energy levels were then determined from318
values of ε using the Gregg-Henyey parametrization. Each energy level is used to calculate an319
internal wave spectrum for a GM76 model with a high wavenumber roll-off where N = 1.4 cph320
and j∗ = 3 is the band-width parameter (J. Klymak, written communication, 2014; Cairns and321
Williams 1976; Gargett and Hendricks 1981).322
Intersections between predicted internal wave and turbulent slope spectra constrain a set of323
cross-over points that lie along a curve in kx-φζx space. Normalization is achieved by sliding324
grouped spectra along this curve before summing and averaging (Figure 10c,f,i). In other words,325
averaging is carried out along a curved rather than a straight line.326
Figure 10 shows the resultant spectra for simple, linear and non-linear normalization of all 22327
groups of slope spectra. Note that usage of the term ‘normalization’ does not mean that there328
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is a single normalization factor which relates these spectra and the original spectra. Quality of329
fit for all three forms of averaging with reference to the two competing models is quantitatively330
assessed in Figure 10d-i. When simple averaging is carried out, it is difficult to discriminate331
between additive and onset models. With either linear or non-linear normalization, a sharply332
defined cross-over location is visible which suggests that an onset model is more appropriate. It is333
important to emphasize that this result is not dependent on the use of multi-taper spectral analysis.334
Thus a method based on constructing periodograms also yields a sharp cross-over but the resultant335
spectra are noisier. Linear normalization is preferred since it does not require an internal wave336
model, apart from the choice of a representative power-law exponent. We note in passing that a337
sharp cross-over between internal wave and turbulent regimes has also been observed on direct338
data transforms of seismic images (Holbrook et al. 2013).339
An important consideration is that normalization is underpinned by fitting spectra using a fixed340
set of sub-ranges. To address the possibility of bias, we carried out 4941 individual calculations341
for which power-law exponents of the internal wave and turbulent regimes were varied from −0.4342
to 0.2 in 81 steps, and from −0.1 to 1.8 in 61 steps, respectively (Figure 11). As before, linear343
normalization was carried out to determine an average spectrum in each case. All 4941 average344
spectra were used to produce a density plot that shows the resulting final averaged spectrum is345
robust with respect to model choice (Figure 11e). This plot reinforces the observation that the346
transition between the internal wave and turbulent regimes is rapid and that the internal wave347
slope spectrum is consistent with a power-law exponent of −1 (Gargett and Hendricks 1981).348
e. Monte Carlo Analysis349
To further test the robustness of the normalization method, Monte Carlo analysis of synthetic350
spectra was performed. The purpose of this analysis is to address the following questions. First,351
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can an underlying onset model be reliably recovered? Secondly, could an underlying additive352
model with a smooth cross-over transition be artificially sharpened to mimic an onset model? By353
analyzing different synthetic datasets, we can assess the robustness and reliability of both linear354
and non-linear normalization of spectra.355
The normalization method uses a simple spectral model to identify the approximate position of356
the cross-over between internal wave and turbulent regimes. This procedure is necessary because357
normalization requires observed spectra to be translated in a direction which is compatible with358
all cross-over loci. It is important to ascertain whether or not this model-based translation biases359
the calculated average spectra in any way.360
Two measures were employed to avoid artificially sharpening the cross-over region. First, when361
fitting the model spectrum, regions within ±0.2 logarithmic units of the model’s cross-over point362
were omitted. This omission prevents any single deviation from biasing cross-over location or363
geometry. Secondly, once the cross-over location is found, observed spectra are always normalized364
by translation in one direction which is either a straight line (i.e. linear normalization) or a curve365
(i.e. non-linear normalization). Point normalization where all cross-over locations are averaged to366
give a single point should be avoided.367
Monte Carlo analysis was tested on a database of 88 individual synthetic spectra. These spectra368
were generated by adding normally distributed (1σ = 0.3) random noise to either additive or onset369
spectral models (Figure 12a). Cross-over loci of these synthetic spectra shift to lower wavenum-370
bers with increasing power as expected. Consequently, a simple average of all 88 spectra will371
always yield an average spectrum with a smooth transition between the internal wave and turbu-372
lent regimes. As before, individual spectra were grouped according to median amplitude into 22373
spectra which are shown in Figure 12b. For each group spectrum, the approximate cross-over lo-374
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cation was found by fitting a model spectrum (Figure 12c). Group spectra were then normalized375
to yield an average spectrum (Figure 12d).376
This procedure was repeated 500 times for different populations of random noise. The 500377
calculated average spectra are summarized in the form of a density plot (Figure 12). When either378
an onset or an additive model is used to generate synthetic spectra, the resultant density plots show379
that the correct spectral shape is reliably recovered, provided that a suitable averaging procedure is380
applied (Figure 12e,i). The two most important features of this procedure are linear (or non-linear)381
normalization and omission of the central portion of grouped spectra. These features strongly382
mitigate against ‘self-sharpening’ of cross-over loci.383
If central portions of spectra in the vicinity of cross-over loci are included, the expected spectral384
shapes are usually preserved (Figure 12f and j). If point normalization is used instead of linear385
normalization, spectral shapes are also largely unchanged, although a small kink is visible on the386
additive model (Figure 12g and h). However, if both of these features (i.e. retention of central387
portions and point normalization) are used, more noticeable spectral distortion can occur (Figure388
12h and l). It is clear that both onset and additive spectra are artificially sharpened. The greater389
the value of 1σ , the more pronounced this distortion becomes.390
We conclude that appropriate normalization of spectra does not cause artificial sharpening of the391
cross-over region. We have shown that a combination of linear normalization and omission of the392
central portion of spectra ensures that sharpening does not occur. It is particularly important not393
to use point normalization which can result in self-sharpening of spectra.394
4. Fluid Dynamical Implications395
Careful analysis of slope spectra from seismic images demonstrates that the turbulent regime396
exists to horizontal wavenumbers as low as 10−2 cpm. The transition from the internal wave397
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to the turbulent regime is sharp. We wish to outline the fluid dynamical implications of these398
observations. Lindborg (2006) argued that a turbulent regime, exhibiting horizontal spectra with399
characteristic k−5/3x power-law dependence at length scales which greatly exceed the Ozmidov400
scale, is energetically consistent with a strongly anisotropic, yet still inertial, flow regime. The401
existence of such a regime is supported by atmospheric and oceanographic observations with some402
underpinning provided by numerical simulations (Brethouwer et al. 2007; Riley and Lindborg403
2008).404
As already noted, this profoundly anisotropic (i.e. vertical velocities are much smaller than405
horizontal velocities), yet inherently three-dimensional and turbulent, flow regime is often referred406
to as ‘stratified turbulence’ in the fluid dynamical literature (Lindborg 2006; Brethouwer et al.407
2007). It is characterized by the development of layering whose vertical scale is set by lv ∼U/N,408
where U is a characteristic horizontal flow velocity. The horizontal scale, lh  lv, is set by the409
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, lh ∼U3/ε . In this case, the horizontal Froude number,410
Fh, is given by411
Fh =
U
lhN
≤ 0.02 1. (7)
Scaling arguments suggest a relationship between lh and the Ozmidov scale, lO, where412
lh =
lO
F3/2h
& lO
0.023/2
' 350lO. (8)
The existence of this regime, which we refer to as the layered anisotropic stratified turbulent413
(LAST) regime, is supported by reinterpretation of published observations by Riley and Lindborg414
(2008) and of idealized numerical simulations by Brethouwer et al. (2007). Since turbulent flow415
within the LAST regime has a horizontal power spectrum proportional to k−5/3x , an associated416
slope spectra must have positive power-law dependence on kx, and so, there exists a wavenumber,417
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kC (i.e. length scale lC = 1/kC), at which there is a cross-over from a slope spectra with wave-like418
characteristics to a slope spectra with turbulent-like characteristics.419
We have considered two possible cross-over models. The first is one where the observed slope420
spectrum is an additive combination of wave-like and turbulent-like spectra where φOζx = φ
IW
ζx
+421
φTζx(Klymak and Moum 2007a,b). This additive model suggests that the wavenumber, kh = 1/lh,422
associated with the horizontal extent of the turbulent layers, kh < kC, (i.e. the horizontal extent423
of layers is larger than the cross-over scale) and that the existence of turbulence on scales smaller424
than lC (i.e. wavenumbers k > kC) does not immediately destroy wave-like behavior.425
In this case, both turbulent and wave-like motions exist over a range of scales and the additive426
cross-over will be smooth and curved. The predicted flow structure, showing both wave-like mo-427
tions, and turbulence patches at all horizontal scales is illustrated in Figure 13a. The inherently428
additive nature of the underlying power spectrum containing both wave-like and turbulence-like429
contributions is shown schematically in Figure 13c. This additive model is based on the observa-430
tion that internal wave and turbulent spectra decay as a function of wavenumber at different rates.431
Therefore the cross-over scale from one power-law description to another marks the scale at which432
one becomes more dominant. The cross-over scale simply reflects a change in the balance of two433
physical processes acting over a range of scales, and the cross-over scale itself has no particular434
physical significance.435
Due to the central scaling assumptions of the LAST regime, the vertical scale lv  lh with436
lv lO. Thus, inherently anisotropic turbulence occurs for all horizontal scales lO ≤ l ≤ lh. For437
horizontal scales smaller than lO, stratification is, in some sense no longer sufficiently strong to438
affect turbulence. It is therefore possible for isotropic turbulence with a classical inertial range to439
occur for scales smaller than lO provided that the Ozmidov scale is sufficiently large compared to440
the Kolmogorov microscale, lK = (ν3/ε)1/4, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.441
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This final condition for the existence of the LAST regime (i.e. lO  lK) is equivalent to the442
requirement that the buoyancy Reynolds number,R O(1) where443
R =
ε
νN2
=
(
lO
lK
)4/3
. (9)
It is debatable what constitutes an appropriately large value of R for the existence of the LAST444
regime. Shih et al. (2005) suggest that if R > O(100), then the system is fully energetic (i.e. its445
dynamics are free of viscous effects). In contrast, Bartello and Tobias (2013) showed that a −5/3446
spectral dependence occurs ifR > O(10) based upon very high resolution numerical simulations.447
The alternative, and our favored, onset model is illustrated in Figure 13b and d. In this case,448
there is a pronounced change in slope at the cross-over length scale lC, which separates wave-like449
and turbulence-like spectra. At some horizontal length scale (e.g. lh of the layers central to the450
LAST regime), waves break down catastrophically and practically no wave-like dynamics survive451
to higher wavenumbers. Wave energy is injected into the turbulent regime at this characteristic452
onset scale. Conversely, little turbulence exists at scales larger than the cross-over length scale.453
Therefore the forward cascade of turbulence ensures that the spectrum for all wavenumbers greater454
than the cross-over scale is completely dominated by turbulence dynamics. The slope spectrum455
has a +1/3 power-law dependence on horizontal wavenumber. This dependence is assumed to be456
associated with the LAST regime for kC = kh < kx < kO and with classical isotropic turbulence457
for kO < kx < kK = 1/lK . Since the power-law dependence of spectra is expected to be identical458
both above and below the Ozmidov scale, it is reasonable to assume that any pre-multiplying459
factors that scale spectral power will be the same on either side of the cross-over. The predicted460
flow structure shows wave-like motions at large and intermediate scales but patches of turbulence461
at intermediate and smaller scales (Figure 13b). The inherently onset nature of the underlying462
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power spectrum, comprising a wave-like power spectrum at low wavenumbers and a turbulence-463
like power spectrum at high wavenumbers, is shown schematically in Figure 13d.464
For this end member, the cross-over scale has a physical meaning that corresponds to the scale465
at which turbulence onsets and internal waves break down. The mechanism underlying such a466
process is probably a scale-selective physical process that leads to a catastrophic decrease of en-467
ergy within the internal wave regime. Candidate processes for such a scale-selective onset include468
primary internal wave instabilities and non-linear interaction within the wave field. In essence, the469
cross-over scale represents an injection scale for the forward cascade of turbulent energy within470
the LAST regime and it is reasonable to suppose that lC corresponds to the typical horizontal scale471
lh of the anisotropic and high-aspect ratio layers characteristic of this regime (Brethouwer et al.472
2007). Little coherent internal wave dynamics can be expected to survive at larger wavenumbers473
since the wavefield breaks down due to the onset of spatially and temporally incoherent turbulent474
motions. Thus a sharp cross-over marks the sudden onset of stratified turbulent behavior that has475
limited overlap with the internal wave regime.476
It is important to emphasize that the LAST regime is an idealized model for turbulence within477
a stratified fluid which is dynamically unaffected by rotation. The scale of the turbulent layer478
may be such that rotation might affect its ultimate horizontal extent. Nonetheless, the dynamics479
of turbulence within that layer is small enough and fast enough for rotation to be dynamically480
unimportant. An additional constraint is that the cross-over length scale is sufficiently small and481
that the flow velocities are sufficiently large so the effects of rotation can be neglected. In par-482
ticular, the anisotropic turbulent layers required for the LAST regime to exist are not necessarily483
manifestations of the low frequency ‘vortical mode’ with non-zero potential vorticity affected by484
planetary rotation (Thorpe 2005). Finally, we note that there are alternative explanations for the485
existence of power spectra with a power law decay of k−5/3x at wavenumbers which are inconsis-486
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tent with isotropic turbulence. For example, Hua et al. (2013) suggested that baroclinic instability487
of pre-existing quasi-geostrophic vortices could give rise to this spectral slope. However, our ob-488
servations suggest that such instability dynamics are not necessary for the manifestation of k−5/3x489
dependence. The precise nature of the cross-over between internal wave and turbulence regimes is490
challenging to determine by experiment or by numerical simulation because of the required range491
of length and time scales. Our observations provide an important constraint.492
5. Diapycnal Diffusivity493
Diapycnal diffusivity, KT , can be determined across the seismic image using slope spectra cal-494
culated from tracked reflections (Holbrook and Fer 2005; Sheen et al. 2009; Holbrook et al. 2013).495
First, slope spectra of all individual tracked reflections > 640 m are calculated using the method-496
ology described in Section 3. Spectra are fitted using three power-law functions with exponents497
of -1, 1/3 and 2. These lines correspond to the internal wave, turbulent and white noise regimes,498
respectively (Figure 14). Secondly, these starting fits are only used as the basis for isolating that499
part of each spectrum which corresponds to turbulence. Since the power of the turbulent regime is500
more sensitive to energy level, we can exploit this portion of the spectra to calculate KT . As already501
noted, due to the continuity that must apply between spectra associated with inertial convective502
isotropic turbulence below the Ozmidov scale and LAST regime turbulence above the Ozmidov503
scale, it is straightforward to convert φTζx into ε using Equation (5). Following Osborn (1980), ε is504
converted into KT using505
KT =
Γε
N2
, (10)
where, for simplicity, Γ= 0.2. The value of N at any depth is given by the average profile shown506
in Figure 2. In this way, we can determine the spatial distribution of KT (Figure 15a). Its average507
value is 3.1×10−5 m2s−3 which is broadly consistent with regional hydrographic studies (Gara-508
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bato et al. 2004; Waterhouse et al. 2014). The spatial variation of KT closely follows the geometry509
of the thermohaline structure. For example, reduced values of KT occur over an eddy structure510
located at a range of 70 km and at a depth of 900 m. Bands of changing values of KT cross-cut511
the image, dipping in the opposite direction to the bathymetric slope. The apparent increase in KT512
toward the sea surface is probably an artifact caused by an increase in ambient noise. We note in513
passing that Sheen et al. (2009) carried out similar mixing calculations based on spectral analysis514
of both internal wave and turbulent regimes. However, a direct data transform analysis of their515
processed image highlighted the drawbacks of their particular implementation of a frequency-516
wavenumber migration algorithm (Holbrook et al. 2013). Furthermore, Sheen et al. (2009) used517
a less robust form of reflection tracking that introduced spectral artifacts, especially at kx > 10−2518
m−1. Consequently, Figure 2b of Sheen et al. (2009) differs in several respects from Figure 15b.519
Values of ε and N can be used to calculate the variation of Ozmidov lengthscale, lO, across the520
image using Equation (1). We obtain lO values of O(0.1–1 m), which agree with those previously521
observed (e.g. Gargett and Hendricks 1981). These values are substantially smaller than the length522
scales at which the spectral characteristics of turbulence (i.e. k−5/3x ) are observed.523
Previous analyses of seismic reflection images exploited both internal wave and turbulent524
regimes to constrain dissipation, and hence diapycnal diffusivity, using the Osborn (1980) model.525
These approaches assumed a power-law exponent of−0.5 for the internal wave slope spectrum, in526
accordance with the GM75 model (Garrett and Munk 1975). However, competing models for the527
exponent of the internal wave slope spectrum exists and values between 0 to -1 could reasonably528
be used. An attractive property of the onset model is that diffusivity calculations are independent529
of the slope chosen for the internal wave regime. To compare onset and additive values of KT , we530
chose a value of -0.5 for the exponent of the internal wave regime in agreement with the GM75531
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model and with previous seismic oceanographic studies (Holbrook and Fer 2005; Krahmann et al.532
2008; Sheen et al. 2009; Holbrook et al. 2013).533
An onset model necessarily yields higher estimates for KT . This outcome occurs for purely534
geometric reasons since, for a given value of KT , an additive spectrum will always have higher535
amplitude than an onset spectrum. Hence when fitting slope spectral data, a lower KT will be536
required to match the amplitudes observed in the input data if the additive model is used. In areas537
where the signal-to-noise ratio is ≥ 4, the average increase in the value of KT is by a factor of538
∼ 2 with considerable spatial variation. Note that we do not calculate KT from the internal wave539
regime. Instead, we assume that this regime is well represented by a single power-law relationship.540
We then use either an additive or an onset model in the fitting stage. KT is calculated from the541
turbulent component alone. This procedure sidesteps the vexed issue of equating KT with power542
of the internal wave regime.543
The fact that similar reflections are sometimes located above and below one another means that544
individual undulations are not statistically independent. This possibility could affect uncertainties545
at lower wavenumbers but a detailed study is beyond the scope of this study. Calculated mixing546
rates, which rely on the higher wavenumber portion of spectra, are unlikely to be adversely affected547
by a lack of statistical independence. Other sources of uncertainty can be estimated and their548
effects propagated using Equations 5 and 10. For example, Γ and CT have uncertainties of at549
least ±0.04 and ±0.05 which yield uncertainties in log10 KT of ±0.04 and ±0.08 logarithmic550
units (i.e. ∼ 9% and ∼ 20%), respectively (Moum 1996; Sreenivasan 1995). Note that the likely551
uncertainty in the sound speed profile used for depth conversion yields a small shift in KT of552
∼±0.025 logarithmic units (i.e. ∼ 5%).553
N is probably the most important source of uncertainty in this study, particularly since coeval554
hydrographic measurements are unavailable (Figure 2). The mean value of N observed between555
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500 and 1500 m depth and within ±2 months of the survey month is 1.32 cph with a standard556
deviation of σ = 0.3. Over 90% of N measurements fall between 0.5 cph and 2.5 cph. If N±557
1σ is propagated through Equations (5) and (10), the resulting log10KT for a given ε changes558
by about −0.5 and +0.3 logarithmic units (i.e. a decrease of 70% or an increase of 100%),559
respectively. (compare Figure 15b, c and d). This uncertainty in KT is small compared to the560
observed spatial variation of KT . Furthermore, since legacy buoyancy frequency profiles tend to561
have similar shapes but different magnitudes, it is likely that this uncertainty yields a static shift562
away from the correct values rather than variable spatial patterns. An important caveat exists for563
regions where thermohaline structures manifest horizontal variability. For example, the region564
above the eddy in Figure 15 may have lower rates of mixing. If so, higher stratification (i.e. N ≈ 5565
cph) caused by vertical compression of isopycnal surfaces could account for this observation. If the566
observed variation in φTζx is solely caused by buoyancy frequency changes and if ε is fixed at 10
−10
567
m2 s−3, N would have to vary between 0.5 and 7 cph which is a larger range than hydrographic568
observations could reasonably support (Figure 16).569
One final source of uncertainty arises from fitting noisy spectra. In Figure 14b-d, the identified570
turbulent sub-range is fitted by systematically varying KT . In each case, the misfit, χ2, is plotted as571
a function of KT . Well-defined global minima exist and, for an appropriate tolerance (e.g. twice the572
minimum value of χ2), the uncertainty in KT is no worse than one half of an order of magnitude.573
The uncertainty that arises from actual identification of the turbulent sub-range, which we believe574
to be robust, is beyond the scope of this contribution. It is important to emphasize that all of these575
sources of uncertainty do not affect our two principal conclusions. First, the lowest wavenumber576
portion of the -5/3 sub-range cannot be accounted for by isotropic (i.e. Kolmogorov) turbulence577
but are consistent with the layered anisotropic stratified turbulent (LAST) model (Lindborg 2006).578
Secondly, a sharp onset cross-over between internal wave and turbulent regimes exists.579
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6. Conclusions580
We show that horizontal slope spectra obtained by tracking reflections across a two-dimensional581
seismic image have the expected power-law relationships. The high quality of these data, com-582
bined with auto-tracking methodology and spectral analysis, permit closer investigation of the583
cross-over from internal wave to turbulent regimes for vertical displacement power spectra. This584
cross-over occurs at horizontal length scales that are substantially larger than that those considered585
plausible for isotropic turbulence. Instead, it is more likely that cross-over is caused by the onset586
of a flow regime that we have referred to as the layered anisotropic stratified turbulent (LAST)587
regime.588
Our results suggest that cross-over between regimes is rapid. In particular, we do not observe589
a transitional sub-range that would be characteristic of an additive model in which internal waves590
and turbulence co-exist over a range of scales. This observation suggests that there is a switch in591
the governing fluid dynamics from internal waves to turbulence without a significant overlap of the592
two regimes. A sharp transition is suggestive of an instability or non-linear process that causes the593
internal wavefield to break down catastrophically so that little energy remains within the wavefield594
at smaller scales. This breakdown to the LAST regime occurs at a well-defined length scale which595
is substantially larger than the Ozmidov scale. Central to our interpretation is the existence of a596
scale-selective mechanism which destroys the wavefield and sets the characteristic large injection597
scale of the turbulent dynamics. It remains a challenge to identify this mechanism.598
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Symbol Description Value Unit Dimension
L Length of streamer m L
τ Imaging duration min T
V Ship speed 2 m s−1 L T−1
lo Ozmidov length m L
ε Dissipation rate m2 s−3 L2 T−3
N Buoyancy frequency cph T−1
kx Horizontal wavenumber m−1 L−1
φζ Horizontal vertical displacement spectrum cpm−3 L
φζx Horizontal slope spectrum cpm
−1 L
EK Horizontal kinetic energy spectrum m3 s−2 L3 T−2
Γ Dissipation flux coefficient 0.2
CT Kolmogorov constant 0.4
g Gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s−2 L T−2
ρ Potential density kg m−3 M L−3
KT Thermal diffusivity m2 s−1 L2 T−1
Fh Froude number
U Characteristic velocity m s−1 L T−1
lh Characteristic horizontal lengthscale m L
lv Characteristic vertical lengthscale m L
lc Characteristic lengthscale of crossover m L
R Buoyancy Reynolds number
ν Kinematic viscosity m2 s−1 L2 T−1
TABLE 1. Constants and variables
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LIST OF FIGURES694
Fig. 1. General form of observed spectra illustrated by example from Klymak and Moum (2007a).695
IW/LAST/ICT = Internal Wave, Layered Anisotropic Stratified Turbulent, and Inertial Con-696
vective Turbulent regimes; kO = Ozmidov wavenumber (i.e. 1/lO); solid arrow = length697
scales observed on seismic images; open arrow = direction of migration of transition from698
internal wave to turbulent regime with increasing ε . Labelled guidelines have gradients of699
1
3 , −1 and −0.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37700
Fig. 2. (a) Bathymetric map of region encompassing Falkland Islands (see inset). Red line = seismic701
reflection profile acquired by WesternGECO Ltd. in February 1993; colored circles = loci702
of legacy CTD casts that are plotted smoothed by a 25 m Gaussian window, and colored ac-703
cording to mensal range; black arrows = geostrophic velocity field from exact day of seismic704
experiment determined from satellite altimetric data. (b-e) Buoyancy frequency, N, as func-705
tion of depth calculated from legacy CTD casts for mensal range straddling February (blue706
= ±1 month; green = ±2 months; purple = ±4 months; orange = ±6 months; pale orange =707
set of outlying CTD casts acquired on Capitano Cabalda in September 1994). In each case,708
dashed black lines = average profile calculated using 50 m Gaussian window for±2 months709
used in this study. Altimetric products produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by Aviso710
with support from Cnes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38711
Fig. 3. Set of cartoons showing evolving geometry of seismic reflection experiment. (a) Solid black712
ship = locus of vessel at time t0; open ships = loci of vessel at subsequent times t1, t2 and t3;713
horizontal band with vertical lines = 4.8 km long streamer with 240 receiver groups; undu-714
lating line = moving reflector within water column; stars with solid/dashed lines and arrows715
= successive acoustic shots and associated ray paths. Each locus on sub-surface reflector is716
sampled by many different shot/receiver pairs over period of time governed by speed of ves-717
sel, V , and length of streamer, L. (b) Reduced streamer length where dotted ships, streamer718
and ray paths identify those shot-receiver pairs that have been omitted. Vertical arrow =719
reduced streamer length. Streamer is only shown at time t0 for clarity. . . . . . . . 39720
Fig. 4. (a) Seismic reflection profile (see Figure 2 for location). Red/blue stripes = reflections of721
positive and negative polarity within water column; irregular sloping base = sea bed. (b)722
Automatically tracked reflections. Labelled boxes are shown in (c) and (d) and in Figure723
6. (c) and (d) 10 km × 150 m zoomed panels located in (b). (e) and (f) automatically724
tracked reflections. (g) and (h) 2 km × 25 m zoomed panels located in (e) and (f). (i) and (j)725
automatically tracked reflections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40726
Fig. 5. (a) Slope spectrum, φζx , plotted as function of horizontal wavenumber, kx, for tracked reflec-727
tions shown in panel (e) of Figure 4. Solid/dotted lines and gray band = average/standard728
deviation. (b) As before for panel (f) of Figure 4. (c) Direct data transform of tracked re-729
flections shown in panel (e) of Figure 4 and plotted as function of horizontal wavenumber,730
kx (see Holbrook et al. (2013)). Red line = direct data transform; gray lines labelled IW, T,731
and N = expected slopes for internal wave (−1), turbulent (1/3), and ambient noise regimes732
(2); dashed line = onset of ambient noise regime. (d) As before for panel (f) of Figure 4. . . . 41733
Fig. 6. (a) Zoomed panel of original seismic reflection profile (see Figure 4b for location). (b)734
Same panel after harmonic noise has been removed using kx notch filter described by Hol-735
brook et al. (2013). (c) Difference between panels (a) and (b) which shows harmonic noise736
removed by filtering. (d) Slope spectra calculated directly from seismic images. Red line737
= slope spectrum for panel (a); blue line = slope spectrum for panel (b). Note removal of738
harmonic noise spike at kx = 2.5×10−2 cpm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42739
35
Fig. 7. Vertical displacement slope spectra plotted as function of kx (sorted by median amplitude,740
binned into 11 groups, geometrically smoothed). Reflection tracks > 1.5 km were used. (a)741
Streamer length is L = 4.8 km, imaging duration is τ = 17 minutes. (b) L = 3 km, τ = 10742
minutes. (c) L = 2 km, τ = 7 minutes. (d) L = 1 km, τ = 3.5 minutes. . . . . . . . 43743
Fig. 8. (a)–(i) 9 of 22 total grouped slope spectra (see text for explanation). Spectral power, φζx ,744
plotted as function of horizontal wavenumber, kx. Black lines = average slope spectrum745
calculated for four tracked reflections; dotted lines = Garrett-Munk spectrum ( j? = 3, E/EGM746
= 2.5) and turbulent spectrum for equivalent value of ε , calculated using the Gregg-Henyey747
method. Note these are not fits but visual references that are identical in each panel. Vertical748
dashed line = ambient noise regime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44749
Fig. 9. Flow diagram illustrating linear and non-linear normalized averaging methodology. . . . . 45750
Fig. 10. Analyses of transition from internal wave to turbulent regime. (a) Simple (i.e. vertical) av-751
eraging. Black line = average spectrum where all 22 grouped spectra contribute (see text);752
dotted line = average spectrum where fewer than 22 grouped spectra contribute ; red dashed753
line = best-fit additive model; blue dashed line = best-fit onset model; cartoon in bottom left-754
hand corner shows mode of averaging. (d) Average spectrum divided by additive model. (g)755
Average spectrum divided by onset model. (b), (e) and (h) Averaging post linear normal-756
ization. (c), (f) and (i) Averaging post non-linear normalization. Normalization means that757
absolute numerical values along axes have no meaning and are omitted as necessary. . . . 46758
Fig. 11. Analysis of averaged spectra. (a) Black lines = 22 of 88 individual spectra determined from759
tracked reflections; red line = simple average spectrum. (b) Blue lines = 11 of 22 grouped760
spectra; solid circles = crossover loci identified by model fitting (±0.2 log units of each761
crossover locus ignored); dotted lines on right-hand side = fits for turbulent regime. (c)762
Solid circles = crossover loci; open circles = loci projected onto linear relationship. (d) Blue763
lines = normalized grouped spectra calculated by collapsing open circles shown in panel (c)764
to single point along linear relationship; red line = average spectrum. (e) Density plot of765
linear averaged and normalized spectra where large range of spectral models was used to766
identify crossover loci shown in panel (c). Gradient of internal wave regime varied between767
−0.4 and−2 with steps of 0.2; gradient of turbulent regime varied between∼ 0.1 and∼ 1.8768
with steps of 0.03; fine dotted reticule indicates slopes of−1 and 1/3. Normalization means769
that absolute numerical values along axes have no meaning and are omitted as necessary. . . 47770
Fig. 12. Monte Carlo analysis of synthetic spectra. (a) Black lines = 22 of 88 synthetic spectra771
generated by adding normally distributed random noise to known model where 1σ = 0.3772
log units; red line = simple average spectrum. (b) Blue lines = 11 of 22 grouped spectra;773
solid circles = crossover loci identified by model fitting (±0.2 log units of each crossover774
locus ignored); dotted lines on right-hand side = fits for turbulent regime. (c) Solid circles775
= crossover loci; open circles = loci projected onto linear relationship. (d) Blue lines =776
normalized grouped spectra calculated by collapsing open circles shown in panel (c) onto777
single point along linear relationship; red line = average spectrum. (e) Density plot of linear778
averaged and normalized spectra for 500 synthetic onset datasets using approach described779
in Figure 11. Central gray portion of spectrum at bottom right-hand side highlights portion780
of spectra within ±0.2 log units of crossover locus omitted for model fitting stage. (f) Den-781
sity plot as in (e) where complete spectrum is used. (g) Density plot of point averaged and782
normalized spectra constructed from central portion of spectra. (h) Density plot as in (g)783
where complete spectrum is used. (i)-(l) Equivalent set of density plots for 500 synthetic784
additive datasets. Black arrows in (h,k,l) indicate artifacts introduced by the point normal-785
ization method. Normalization means that absolute numerical values along axes have no786
meaning and are omitted as necessary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48787
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Fig. 13. Sketches illustrating end-member mixing models and their spectra. (a) Additive model788
where internal wave and turbulent regimes significantly overlap. (b) Onset model where789
internal and turbulent regimes do not overlap but disappear at different critical length scales.790
(c) and (d) schematic slope spectra for additive and onset models, respectively. kh = low-791
wavenumber extent of LAST sub-range (for onset model, kh equates to crossover locus; for792
additive model, kh must extend to lower wavenumbers. . . . . . . . . . . . 49793
Fig. 14. (a) Automated tracking of seismic profile (Figure 4a). Red tracked reflections inside boxes794
are spectrally analyzed in (b)-(d). (b) Black/blue line = slope spectrum for tracked reflection795
with identified turbulent regime shown in blue; red dashed line = best-fit model to turbulent796
regime; inset = residual misfit, χ2 as function of KT . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50797
Fig. 15. Spatial variation of KT across seismic profile shown in Figure 4a. (a) Gray background798
= seismic image; sloping base = sea bed; highlighted events = tracked reflections colored799
according to calculated values of KT (see scale bar). (b) Interpolated and smoothed variation800
of KT , using average variation of N with depth shown in Figure 2 (i.e. N ∼ 1.3 cph). Hashed801
pattern = regions where signal-to-noise ratio < 3.5. Note reduced values of KT at crest of802
eddy on right-hand side and increased values over shallow/rugose bathymetry. (c) N + 1σ803
(∼ 1.6 cph). (d) N−1σ (∼ 0.9 cph). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51804
Fig. 16. Trade-off between KT and N. (a) Gray background = seismic image; highlighted events =805
tracked reflections colored according to amplitude of turbulent regime of slope spectra. (b)806
Amplitude of turbulent regime as function of KT and N. Highlighted band with horizontal807
dashed lines = range of values of KT for N±1σ . (c) Interpolated and smoothed variation of808
amplitude of turbulent regime. Hashed pattern = regions where signal-to-noise ratio < 3.5.809
(d) Histogram of number of tracked reflections as function of N for constant value of ε =810
10−10 m2s−3. Values of N > 5 are assigned to gray bin. . . . . . . . . . . . 52811
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FIG. 1. General form of observed spectra illustrated by example from Klymak and Moum (2007a).
IW/LAST/ICT = Internal Wave, Layered Anisotropic Stratified Turbulent, and Inertial Convective Turbulent
regimes; kO = Ozmidov wavenumber (i.e. 1/lO); solid arrow = length scales observed on seismic images; open
arrow = direction of migration of transition from internal wave to turbulent regime with increasing ε . Labelled
guidelines have gradients of 13 , −1 and −0.5.
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FIG. 2. (a) Bathymetric map of region encompassing Falkland Islands (see inset). Red line = seismic reflection
profile acquired by WesternGECO Ltd. in February 1993; colored circles = loci of legacy CTD casts that
are plotted smoothed by a 25 m Gaussian window, and colored according to mensal range; black arrows =
geostrophic velocity field from exact day of seismic experiment determined from satellite altimetric data. (b-e)
Buoyancy frequency, N, as function of depth calculated from legacy CTD casts for mensal range straddling
February (blue = ±1 month; green = ±2 months; purple = ±4 months; orange = ±6 months; pale orange = set
of outlying CTD casts acquired on Capitano Cabalda in September 1994). In each case, dashed black lines =
average profile calculated using 50 m Gaussian window for ±2 months used in this study. Altimetric products
produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by Aviso with support from Cnes.
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FIG. 3. Set of cartoons showing evolving geometry of seismic reflection experiment. (a) Solid black ship
= locus of vessel at time t0; open ships = loci of vessel at subsequent times t1, t2 and t3; horizontal band with
vertical lines = 4.8 km long streamer with 240 receiver groups; undulating line = moving reflector within water
column; stars with solid/dashed lines and arrows = successive acoustic shots and associated ray paths. Each
locus on sub-surface reflector is sampled by many different shot/receiver pairs over period of time governed by
speed of vessel, V , and length of streamer, L. (b) Reduced streamer length where dotted ships, streamer and
ray paths identify those shot-receiver pairs that have been omitted. Vertical arrow = reduced streamer length.
Streamer is only shown at time t0 for clarity.
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FIG. 4. (a) Seismic reflection profile (see Figure 2 for location). Red/blue stripes = reflections of positive and
negative polarity within water column; irregular sloping base = sea bed. (b) Automatically tracked reflections.
Labelled boxes are shown in (c) and (d) and in Figure 6. (c) and (d) 10 km × 150 m zoomed panels located in
(b). (e) and (f) automatically tracked reflections. (g) and (h) 2 km × 25 m zoomed panels located in (e) and (f).
(i) and (j) automatically tracked reflections.
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FIG. 5. (a) Slope spectrum, φζx , plotted as function of horizontal wavenumber, kx, for tracked reflections
shown in panel (e) of Figure 4. Solid/dotted lines and gray band = average/standard deviation. (b) As before for
panel (f) of Figure 4. (c) Direct data transform of tracked reflections shown in panel (e) of Figure 4 and plotted
as function of horizontal wavenumber, kx (see Holbrook et al. (2013)). Red line = direct data transform; gray
lines labelled IW, T, and N = expected slopes for internal wave (−1), turbulent (1/3), and ambient noise regimes
(2); dashed line = onset of ambient noise regime. (d) As before for panel (f) of Figure 4.
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FIG. 6. (a) Zoomed panel of original seismic reflection profile (see Figure 4b for location). (b) Same panel
after harmonic noise has been removed using kx notch filter described by Holbrook et al. (2013). (c) Difference
between panels (a) and (b) which shows harmonic noise removed by filtering. (d) Slope spectra calculated
directly from seismic images. Red line = slope spectrum for panel (a); blue line = slope spectrum for panel (b).
Note removal of harmonic noise spike at kx = 2.5×10−2 cpm.
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FIG. 7. Vertical displacement slope spectra plotted as function of kx (sorted by median amplitude, binned into
11 groups, geometrically smoothed). Reflection tracks > 1.5 km were used. (a) Streamer length is L = 4.8 km,
imaging duration is τ = 17 minutes. (b) L = 3 km, τ = 10 minutes. (c) L = 2 km, τ = 7 minutes. (d) L = 1 km,
τ = 3.5 minutes.
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FIG. 8. (a)–(i) 9 of 22 total grouped slope spectra (see text for explanation). Spectral power, φζx , plotted
as function of horizontal wavenumber, kx. Black lines = average slope spectrum calculated for four tracked
reflections; dotted lines = Garrett-Munk spectrum ( j? = 3, E/EGM = 2.5) and turbulent spectrum for equivalent
value of ε , calculated using the Gregg-Henyey method. Note these are not fits but visual references that are
identical in each panel. Vertical dashed line = ambient noise regime.
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FIG. 9. Flow diagram illustrating linear and non-linear normalized averaging methodology.
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FIG. 10. Analyses of transition from internal wave to turbulent regime. (a) Simple (i.e. vertical) averaging.
Black line = average spectrum where all 22 grouped spectra contribute (see text); dotted line = average spectrum
where fewer than 22 grouped spectra contribute ; red dashed line = best-fit additive model; blue dashed line
= best-fit onset model; cartoon in bottom left-hand corner shows mode of averaging. (d) Average spectrum
divided by additive model. (g) Average spectrum divided by onset model. (b), (e) and (h) Averaging post linear
normalization. (c), (f) and (i) Averaging post non-linear normalization. Normalization means that absolute
numerical values along axes have no meaning and are omitted as necessary.
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FIG. 11. Analysis of averaged spectra. (a) Black lines = 22 of 88 individual spectra determined from tracked
reflections; red line = simple average spectrum. (b) Blue lines = 11 of 22 grouped spectra; solid circles =
crossover loci identified by model fitting (±0.2 log units of each crossover locus ignored); dotted lines on right-
hand side = fits for turbulent regime. (c) Solid circles = crossover loci; open circles = loci projected onto linear
relationship. (d) Blue lines = normalized grouped spectra calculated by collapsing open circles shown in panel
(c) to single point along linear relationship; red line = average spectrum. (e) Density plot of linear averaged
and normalized spectra where large range of spectral models was used to identify crossover loci shown in panel
(c). Gradient of internal wave regime varied between −0.4 and −2 with steps of 0.2; gradient of turbulent
regime varied between ∼ 0.1 and ∼ 1.8 with steps of 0.03; fine dotted reticule indicates slopes of −1 and 1/3.
Normalization means that absolute numerical values along axes have no meaning and are omitted as necessary.
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FIG. 12. Monte Carlo analysis of synthetic spectra. (a) Black lines = 22 of 88 synthetic spectra generated
by adding normally distributed random noise to known model where 1σ = 0.3 log units; red line = simple
average spectrum. (b) Blue lines = 11 of 22 grouped spectra; solid circles = crossover loci identified by model
fitting (±0.2 log units of each crossover locus ignored); dotted lines on right-hand side = fits for turbulent
regime. (c) Solid circles = crossover loci; open circles = loci projected onto linear relationship. (d) Blue lines
= normalized grouped spectra calculated by collapsing open circles shown in panel (c) onto single point along
linear relationship; red line = average spectrum. (e) Density plot of linear averaged and normalized spectra
for 500 synthetic onset datasets using approach described in Figure 11. Central gray portion of spectrum at
bottom right-hand side highlights portion of spectra within ±0.2 log units of crossover locus omitted for model
fitting stage. (f) Density plot as in (e) where complete spectrum is used. (g) Density plot of point averaged
and normalized spectra constructed from central portion of spectra. (h) Density plot as in (g) where complete
spectrum is used. (i)-(l) Equivalent set of density plots for 500 synthetic additive datasets. Black arrows in (h,k,l)
indicate artifacts introduced by the point normalization method. Normalization means that absolute numerical
values along axes have no meaning and are omitted as necessary.
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FIG. 13. Sketches illustrating end-member mixing models and their spectra. (a) Additive model where internal
wave and turbulent regimes significantly overlap. (b) Onset model where internal and turbulent regimes do not
overlap but disappear at different critical length scales. (c) and (d) schematic slope spectra for additive and onset
models, respectively. kh = low-wavenumber extent of LAST sub-range (for onset model, kh equates to crossover
locus; for additive model, kh must extend to lower wavenumbers.
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FIG. 14. (a) Automated tracking of seismic profile (Figure 4a). Red tracked reflections inside boxes are
spectrally analyzed in (b)-(d). (b) Black/blue line = slope spectrum for tracked reflection with identified turbulent
regime shown in blue; red dashed line = best-fit model to turbulent regime; inset = residual misfit, χ2 as function
of KT .
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FIG. 15. Spatial variation of KT across seismic profile shown in Figure 4a. (a) Gray background = seismic
image; sloping base = sea bed; highlighted events = tracked reflections colored according to calculated values
of KT (see scale bar). (b) Interpolated and smoothed variation of KT , using average variation of N with depth
shown in Figure 2 (i.e. N ∼ 1.3 cph). Hashed pattern = regions where signal-to-noise ratio < 3.5. Note reduced
values of KT at crest of eddy on right-hand side and increased values over shallow/rugose bathymetry. (c) N+1σ
(∼ 1.6 cph). (d) N−1σ (∼ 0.9 cph).
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FIG. 16. Trade-off between KT and N. (a) Gray background = seismic image; highlighted events = tracked
reflections colored according to amplitude of turbulent regime of slope spectra. (b) Amplitude of turbulent
regime as function of KT and N. Highlighted band with horizontal dashed lines = range of values of KT for
N± 1σ . (c) Interpolated and smoothed variation of amplitude of turbulent regime. Hashed pattern = regions
where signal-to-noise ratio < 3.5. (d) Histogram of number of tracked reflections as function of N for constant
value of ε = 10−10 m2s−3. Values of N > 5 are assigned to gray bin.
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